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ABSTRACT: Dipole−dipole interactions between neighboring dye molecules can cause substantial spectral changes in
optical absorption, with a strong dependence on nearneighbors’ relative distances and orientations. Such eﬀects
have been previously investigated in dimers, as well as planar
arrangements of dipoles, but not to our knowledge in a threedimensional spherical conﬁguration. This work provides a
comprehensive exploration of the eﬀect of dipolar interactions
in such a geometry, varying the dye concentration,
orientations, and uniformity in coverage. We also contrast
this coupled-dipole model to a simpler but often-used
homogeneous eﬀective-medium approximation, which ignores
eﬀects of orientation and nonuniformity. The results provide a ﬁrst step toward the full description of light scattering in a
complex anisotropic core−shell geometry, which is of strong relevance in surface-enhanced spectroscopy applications, as well as
in the strong coupling between molecular emitters and optical nanoresonators.

■

INTRODUCTION
Nanostructures and nanoparticles can substantially aﬀect the
absorption of light by vicinal molecules, raising considerable
interest for such diverse applications as solar cells,1−3
photochemistry,4−7 plasmon-assisted Förster resonance energy
transfer,8,9 or surface-enhanced spectroscopies.10 The topic is
also of fundamental interest in quantum optics-related pursuits,
such as strong coupling11,12 or superradiance.13 Recent
experiments have demonstrated how optical absorption by
dye molecules can be substantially modiﬁed upon adsorption
on metal colloids, with some molecules experiencing an
enhancement, a quenching, or a spectral modiﬁcation of their
absorption spectrum.14 The variety of these eﬀects likely has
multiple physicochemical causes, some of which are explainable by classical electromagnetic theory. Comprehensive
theoretical simulations are therefore required to disentangle
the molecule-speciﬁc chemical interactionin essence,
changes to the intrinsic molecular responsefrom purely
electromagnetic interactions due to the environment and the
geometry of the light-scattering problem.
As a ﬁrst step toward elucidating these electromagnetic
eﬀects, we apply a coupled-dipole model to describe the
electromagnetic interaction between dye molecules arranged in
a discrete spherical shell geometry. In experimental works,
molecules are supported on a core nanoparticle (NP), and
even within a purely electromagnetic framework, the optical
response is aﬀected by several factors: (i) dye−dye
interactions, which depend on surface coverage and relative
orientations, and (ii) dye−NP and NP-mediated dye−dye
© 2018 American Chemical Society

interactions, which may also aﬀect the response of the core NP
as the shell of dyes aﬀects the local refractive index.15 In this
work, we focus on the ﬁrst aspect and consider a hollow sphere
of dyes, with homogeneous refractive index inside and outside
(water). This model system allows us to disentangle the eﬀects
purely related to dye−dye interactions from those that are NPrelated. While this constitutes a rather artiﬁcial model system,
we note that an optically soft dielectric core such as a polymer
or porous silica sphere16 could be used as physical support for
the shell of dye molecules, with only minor electromagnetic
inﬂuence from the core particle.
Even in this simpliﬁed conﬁguration, we predict a rich
variety of spectral changes that depend on the relative
orientation and distribution of dipoles on the spherical shell.
This work therefore provides an essential starting point in
understanding the full optical response of the coupled core−
shell system.

■

RESULTS
Limitations of the Eﬀective-Medium Shell Model. We
ﬁrst consider an eﬀective-medium homogeneous shell model,
representing the simplest approximation of a layer of molecules
covering a spherical surface. This is the most common
approach for theoretical studies of molecular layers on metallic
nanoparticles.17−24 We remark, however, that an empirical
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expression for the wavelength-dependent dielectric function ε
of an eﬀective-medium shell is generally assumed, which
precludes qualitative concentration-dependent predictions.
Following ref 14, we instead introduce explicitly the localﬁeld eﬀects arising from the solvent (water) and dye molecules
to derive an eﬀective concentration-dependent dielectric
function for the shell from the microscopic dye polarizability
using the Clausius−Mossotti (CM) formula as detailed in the
Supporting Information.
For simplicity, the polarizability of the dyes is described by a
single Lorentzian function, which helps distinguish the
concentration-induced spectral changes. The parameters are
chosen to reproduce, for illustration, the main absorption
spectrum of Rhodamine 6G (eq S6). More realistic polarizability prescriptions should be used for quantitative
comparisons with experiments on molecular resonances,25
but the interaction between multiple spectral features (multiple
peaks and shoulders) tends to complicate the interpretation of
apparent spectral shifts. In a typical experiment, the relevant
parameter is the dye surface coverage ρ (number of adsorbed
molecules per unit surface area), which can be derived from
the NP concentration, NP surface area, dye concentration in
solution, and adsorption eﬃciency. The volumetric dye
concentration cd in the eﬀective-medium shell is therefore
derived for a spherical shell of thickness d as cd ≈ ρ/d, or to be
more precise, for a sphere of inner radius R as
cd =

3ρR2
(R + d)3 − R3

(1)

The eﬀective thickness d is a priori a free parameter and
could in principle be used to tune the strength of the dye−dye
interaction eﬀects through cd. In previous concentrationindependent uses of the eﬀective shell model, the predictions
are independent of d for d ≪ R. This is also the case in our
model but only in the low-coverage limit. We here assume a
typical value of d = 1 nm, in line with ref 14. For a given dye
concentration, the Clausius−Mossotti formula (eq S5) yields
the eﬀective-medium dielectric function (Figure 1a), and the
optical properties of the spherical shell can then be computed
using standard Mie theory codes for multilayered spheres.10,26
The resulting absorption cross sections are presented in Figure
1b.
As described in ref 14, an increase in dye concentration
induces a splitting of the absorption band into an intense redshifted band and a weaker blue-shifted band. This prediction,
based on a rigorous solution of the continuous electrodynamics problem, does not reveal explicitly the microscopic
origin of such a splitting, even though it is strongly reminiscent
of dipole−dipole interactions observed in molecular dimers.
The progressive red-shift of the peak in the imaginary part of
the dielectric function is a result of dipole−dipole interactions
embedded in the CM formula, but without reference to a
speciﬁc orientation or geometry. The blue-shifted band
coincides with a zero of the real value of the shell’s dielectric
function and is therefore reminiscent of an epsilon-near-zero
resonance,27 where all dipoles oscillate in phase. For both
features the continuous-medium description of the optical
response provides only an indirect link to their microscopic
origin, namely, the electromagnetic interaction between dyes.
In contrast, we present in Figure 2a the absorption spectrum of
a dimer of dyes, with the two molecules described by isotropic

Figure 1. (a) Concentration-dependent dielectric function of a dye−
water mixture for various dye concentrations (eq S5). The
concentration cd is related to the surface coverage ρ through eq 1,
assuming a 1 nm thick shell. (b) Absorption spectra predicted by Mie
theory for a homogeneous spherical shell of inner radius 14 nm and
thickness 1 nm, with eﬀective dielectric function as above. The
absorption cross section is normalized by the number of molecules in
the spherical shell. For small ρ, those results are independent of the
choice of d (as long as d ≪ R). The dashed line shows for reference
the absorption spectrum of a single dye molecule in water, according
to eqs S6 and S7.

polarizability tensors and their interaction explicitly described
by a coupled-dipole model.28−30
The dimer conﬁguration has been studied extensively,31 as
many dye molecules tend to dimerize at suﬃciently high
concentrations.32 The resulting dimers are known as J- or Haggregates, depending on the relative orientation of the two
interacting dipoles. With decreasing separation, the molecular
resonances interact and hybridize; the spectral line shape
exhibits a red-shift (Figure 2a, left panel) or a blue-shift (right
panel) according to the respective orientation of the induced
dipole moments (head-to-tail and side-by-side, respectively).
The diﬀerence between these two conﬁgurations is purely
geometrical; accordingly, a spherical shell excited by an
incident plane wave will generally present a mixture of both
types of dipole−dipole interaction, i.e. side-by-side where the
incident ﬁeld is normal to the spherical shell and head-to-tail
where it is tangential.
Figures 1b and 2a highlight the necessity to extend the
theoretical description of dye shells beyond that of a
homogeneous eﬀective-medium layer, to address explicitly
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Figure 2. (a) Simulated absorption spectra for a dimer of dipoles with varying interdipole separation d. Light is incident normal to the dimer axis,
with electric ﬁeld parallel to the dipoles, which are placed “head-to-tail” (left) or “side-by-side” (right). (b) Absorption of a planar square array of N
× N isotropic dipoles with constant surface density ρ = 1.5 nm−2, with an incidence angle of 45° and TM polarization. The dashed red line is the
absorbance of a single isolated dipole, for reference. The dye polarizability is given in eq S6. All spectra are normalized by the number of dipoles.

spherical symmetry and small diﬀerences in optical response
can arise for diﬀerent directions of incidence.
Isotropic Response. We ﬁrst compare the eﬀective-medium
and coupled-dipole models in Figure 3. Isotropic point dipoles
were positioned regularly around a sphere according to a
Fibonacci lattice,35 providing near-homogeneous surface
coverage (Figure 3b). In this conﬁguration, we observe a
close qualitative agreement with the predictions of the
homogeneous shell model (Figure 3a). It should however be
noted that the results are not exactly identical, except for the
lowest concentrations. This is expected because the eﬀectivemedium model of eq S1 implicitly assumes a 3-dimensional
averaging of neighboring dipoles homogeneously distributed in
a bulk medium, while the coupled-dipole model explicitly
considers the discrete set of pairwise distances between all
dipoles in a ﬁnite spherical lattice. As noted in the previous
section, the shell thickness d in the eﬀective-medium model is
required to provide a volume concentration for a known
number of dipoles; this parameter was set arbitrarily to 1 nm,
noting that a better match can be obtained at a given
concentration by treating d as a free parameter. The eﬀect of d
on the predicted spectral shift in the eﬀective-medium model is
assessed against the coupled-dipole results in the Supporting
Information. Regardless of the exact value of d chosen in the
eﬀective-medium model, in the limit of low concentrations, the
results agree with the coupled-dipole model, and the
absorption spectrum coincides with the spectrum of a dye in
solution, scaled by the number of dipoles (see the Supporting
Information for additional details). The coupled-dipole model
thus provides a semiempirical guide to develop a more accurate
eﬀective-medium shell model, which is however beyond the
scope of the present communication. We note that a rigorous
description will necessarily lead to an anisotropic dielectric
function, even for isotropic molecular polarizabilities, due to
the anisotropic geometrical arrangement of dipoles.36 We note
that the treatment given in ref 37 only takes the assumption of
isotropy in ε in order to simplify the formulas for this special
case. No rigorous justiﬁcation can be found for this choice, and
indeed, in the general case one should expect an anisotropic
dielectric function due to the structure factor’s asymmetry
parallel or normal to the plane of dipoles.
The surface coverage of a spherical nanoparticle is likely to
be inhomogeneous in many practical cases; molecules may

the dipole−dipole interactions between multiple dye molecules
arranged in arbitrary positions and orientations. We note that
even though a dimer model captures the essential physics of
the spectral changes, an accurate prediction of spectral
lineshapes as a function of surface coverage for nanoshells of
subwavelength dimensions requires an explicit account of the
exact position and orientation of all the dipoles in the
simulation, allowed to interact via their self-consistent
scattered ﬁeld.30 To illustrate this point, we present in Figure
2b the simulated absorption spectrum of a planar square array
of N × N dye molecules with isotropic polarizabilities, with N
ranging from 5 to 50, and a ﬁxed surface density ρ = 1.5 nm−2.
The light is incident at 45° with TM (p) polarization, therefore
exciting a mixture of head-to-tail and side-by-side interactions
between nearest neighbors. We note that although this
particular choice of polarization and angle of incidence is
arbitrary, it illustrates the general case of coupling between
arbitrarily oriented neighboring dipoles, in contrast to the
more restricted case of TE polarization, or normal incidence. It
is remarkable that a large number of dipoles are interacting
with each other, as witnessed by the slow convergence of the
spectra (all normalized to the number of dipoles). This is
especially relevant for the blue-shifted mode which originates
from side-by-side coupling: the dipolar ﬁeld along such
directions (in-plane) is able to collectively couple dipoles
over large distances, as it contains a mixture of near-ﬁeld and
far-ﬁeld components.33,34
The main purpose of this work is to clearly expose the
microscopic origin of these spectral features observed in a
spherical shell geometry, using a microscopic description of the
dipole−dipole interactions between molecules, possibly with
preferential orientations.
Shells of Point Dipoles. In what follows we consider N
polarizable molecules organized as a spherical shell of radius R;
the response of each molecule is described by a polarizability
tensor to allow anisotropic responses. In the coupled dipole
model, the position and orientation of each molecule can be
varied independently; for clarity, we will focus on a few speciﬁc
conﬁgurations that provide a representative overview of the
coupling between molecules in realistic conﬁgurations. We also
chose to average the absorption cross sections over all
directions of incidence and polarization in the following
simulations, as the discrete number of dipoles breaks the
19112
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The results are presented for a speciﬁc shell radius of 15 nm,
a size relevant to experiments on subwavelength nanoparticles.
The radius of the shell impacts the relative position and
orientation of neighboring dipoles, but comprehensive
simulations showed that the eﬀect is relatively minor in the
range 10 ≲ R ≲ 50 nm (further details are presented in the
Supporting Information). The simulated spectra change
rapidly below 10 nm in shell radius, as more and more dipoles
are in such close proximity that they can interact beyond their
nearest-neighbors, and the collective response approaches that
of a spherical ball where, perhaps counterintuitively, the net
eﬀect of local-ﬁeld corrections weakens because of symmetry.38
Orientation Eﬀects. The coupled-dipole model allows us to
consider orientation eﬀects, using polarizability tensors that
describe uniaxial molecules with a preferential orientation with
respect to the spherical surface. In a real experiment, molecules
would adsorb onto a spherical core, where the molecule−
surface orientation may be aﬀected, and sometimes controlled,
by various factors such as surface charge, pH, functional
groups, or co-ions.39 For instance, studies have shown that the
dye Nile blue adsorbs preferentially ﬂat on a gold surface.40
We focus for simplicity on three speciﬁc cases of interest,
varying the orientation of uniaxial tensors to represent
idealized but experimentally relevant situations: an isotropic
response, as in Figure 3; a uniaxial dipole with radial
orientation; and a molecule with a tendency to align
tangentially on the sphere, modeled as a uniaxial dipole with
random orientation in the tangential plane. In all cases we
enforce that the principal polarizability matrix elements be
scaled to maintain an equal trace, for a meaningful comparison
at constant total oscillator strength. Speciﬁcally, isotropic
ij αd 0 0 yz
tensors are of the form = jjjj 0 αd 0 zzzz and uniaxial tensors
j0 0 α z
d{
k
ij 0 0 0 yz
= jjj 0 0 0 zzz in the local frame of the dye molecule, with αd
k 0 0 3αd {
the eﬀective polarizability deﬁned in the Supporting
Information, such as only the directionality of the molecular
response is varied with the anisotropy. These conﬁgurations
are depicted schematically with ellipsoids oriented along the
principal axis of α (insets of Figure 4).
The spherical geometry introduces a mixture of relative
orientations between induced dipoles. With uniaxial-radial
orientations (Figure 4b), the nearest neighbors are almost
parallel to each other, resulting predominantly in side-by-side
dipole−dipole interactions. In contrast, the in-plane uniaxial
tensors corresponding to molecules adsorbed ﬂat on a
spherical core will see nearest-neighbor induced dipoles
interacting predominantly head-to-tail (Figure 4c), as this
near-ﬁeld coupling is stronger by a factor of 2 for a given dipole
separation. These interactions are reﬂected in the shifts of the
spectra, which follow qualitatively those predicted for two
interacting dipoles. However, the observed shifts are more
pronounced in the spherical shell than from the pairwise
interactions at a comparable dipole separation, and the
predicted spectra are broader. This is most evident in the
tangentially oriented conﬁguration, where the random in-plane
orientation of each dipole gives rise to a broad distribution of
spectral shifts (mostly red-shifts), depending on the exact angle
between any two dipoles. Furthermore, the uniaxial dipoles
yield stronger dipole−dipole interactions, and therefore larger

Figure 3. Predicted absorption spectra normalized by the number of
dipoles for (a) a homogeneous shell described with Mie theory with d
= 1 nm, (b) a homogeneous distribution of isotropic point dipoles,
and (c) a random distribution of dipoles with a 0.5 nm minimal
exclusion zone. In each panel the orientation-averaged singlemolecule absorption spectrum is shown in dashed red curve for
reference and coincides with the low-concentration limit ρdye → 0 of
both models.

adsorb at random positions on the surface, but they may also
experience surface diﬀusion, repulsive or attractive forces, that
will result in various degrees of inhomogeneity. To assess this
eﬀect on dipole−dipole interactions, we introduce in Figure 3c
a more disordered coverage obtained by picking points at
random on a sphere, with a minimal near-neighbor separation
of 0.5 nm. This exclusion radius is necessary as two point
dipoles arbitrarily close to each other would produce
unphysical spectra (in reality, molecules cannot physically
overlap; additionally, below a certain distance the electromagnetic interaction is no longer correctly described by a
simple point dipole model). This comparison reveals that
inhomogeneity in surface coverage yields qualitatively similar
spectra, but with broader spectral features. Such spectral
broadening is expected and follows from the range of nearneighbor interdipole separations introduced by disorder: the
dipole−dipole interactions are convolved with a distribution of
distances.
19113
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shell response41 but also extending the Clausius−Mossotti
formula to a spherical shell.37,42,43 The coupled-dipole model
described here will provide a very valuable comparison for such
theories. We also note that the orientation of molecular dipoles
has critical implications for all surface-enhanced spectroscopies
through surface-selection rules in surface-enhanced Raman
spectroscopy40 and also in the context of optical activity.44
The natural extension of this work will consider the
inclusion of a core particle sustaining the shell of dyes. The
results described in the present work will provide a useful
comparison to interpret the more complex spectral changes, as
will be discussed elsewhere. The coupling between dipoles
contains additional terms accounting for multipolar scattering
by the core particle, which in the case of metal colloids may
dramatically alter the near-ﬁeld intensity and polarization. We
note that such additions to the model are not trivial to include,
as the electromagnetic solution for a dipolar emitter close to a
sphere45 involves series that can be ill-suited for eﬃcient
numerical implementation.46
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CONCLUSIONS
The electromagnetic coupling between dye molecules arranged
on a spherical shell of subwavelength dimensions displays a
rich interaction between geometry and light polarization
eﬀects. Where a dimer can already present perturbations of a
molecular absorption spectral line and lead to blue-shifts or
red-shifts depending on the relative orientation of the induced
dipole moments, the spherical geometries considered here
sustain a nontrivial combination of both types of coupling.
Through comprehensive numerical simulations, we highlighted
the diﬀerences between a homogeneous, eﬀective-medium
description of a molecular shell and a more accurate
description with discrete point dipoles. The importance of
orientation eﬀects and inhomogeneities in coverage could
justify the development of a more accurate eﬀective-medium
theory for thin spherical shells, introducing anisotropy in the
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A
A.1

Eﬀective medium dielectric function
Clausius-Mossotti formula for dyes in a solvent

The Clausius-Mossotti (CM) equation relates the molecular polarisability to the dielectric
function ε of a bulk material 1,2 as
ε−1 ∑
=
ᾱi
ε+2
i

(S1)
αi
, with ci the species’
3ε0
is the permittivity of vacuum. Note

where we define the normalised polarisability of species i as ᾱi = ci
concentration in m−3 , and ε0 = 8.854 × 10−12 F.m−1

that we use S.I. units in these definitions, but choose to absorb the factor ε0 in the definition
of the polarisability αi , defined in Eq. S15, and therefore expressed in units of [F.m2 ]. For
an isotropic response, αi is simply the molecular polarisability. For a general polarisability
tensor, α, and a random orientation of molecules (as in a gas or a solution), αi is an eﬀective
polarisability representing the orientation-averaged response and is given by
1
αxx + αyy + αzz
αi = Tr(α) =
.
3
3

(S2)

The polarisability tensors considered in the main manuscript for coupled-dipole simulations
are either isotropic,
α=
or uniaxial,
α=

( αi

0 0
0 αi 0
0 0 αi

(0 0

0
0 0 0
0 0 3αi

)
(S3)

)
;

(S4)

these tensors are expressed in their natural frame (where they are diagonal), and need to be
rotated appropriately for the specific molecular orientations presented in Fig. 4.
In the eﬀective-medium model of Sec. 1 the shell is composed of a mixture of water and
√
dye molecules. Pure water has a refractive index of εw = 1.33, which using Eq. S1 yields
ᾱw = 0.204. The dye molecule is characterized by an eﬀective polarisability αd as defined in
Eq. S2, so ᾱd =

cd αd
,
3ε0

where cd is the dye concentration in m−3 . Solving Eq. S1 for ε, the

2

mixture’s dielectric function now explicitly depends on dye concentration:
εshell (cd ) =

1 + 2(ᾱw +
1 − (ᾱw +

cd αd
)
3ε0
cd αd .
)
3ε0

(S5)

We take the following model (lorentzian) to describe the microscopic polarisability α of
a molecule in a vacuum,


αd = α∞ +



α1 λ1 
µ1
1−

1
λ21
λ2

−

λ2
i λµ11

− 1

(S6)

For a simplified model of a dye resembling Rhodamine 6G, we use α∞ = 3.2 × 10−39 [SI],
α1 = 1.92 × 10−38 [SI], λ1 = 526 nm, µ1 = 104 nm. We emphasize that for the concentrationdependence to be meaningful the magnitude of αd must be correct. In many studies, this is
freely adjusted to match experimentally-observed spectral shifts. Here, we instead use the
experimentally measured absorption cross-section to determine the absolute αd , as discussed
in Ref. 3. Taking into account the local-field enhancement of the solvent (of refractive index
√
n = εw ), the absorption cross-section of an isolated dye in water is given by 3,4

σabs (λ) =

2π
√

λε0 εw

L2w Im (αd (λ))

(S7)

with the local field factor
Lw =

εw + 2
,
3

(S8)

and αd defined in Eq. S2 in the generic anisotropic case.

A.2

Link between Eqs. S5 and S7

Eq. S7 can be derived from the orientation-averaged microscopic response of the dye in
solution, corrected by local field eﬀects due to the solvent. 4 To give further support to our
derivation of Eq. S5, we here show that Eq. S7 can be derived from it.
We consider a dilute solution of dyes in water and will derive the absorption cross-section
using a macroscopic description using the dielectric function given by Eq. S5. The absorption
√
√
coeﬃcient in a medium of complex refractive index ε is given by κ = (4π/λ)Im( ε)), from
which the absorption cross-section for a single dye is simply obtained as σabs = κ/cd .
3

For a dilute solution, we can assume that ᾱd ≪ ᾱw , and find the first order expansion of
Eq. S5 in terms of ᾱd . After some manipulation, and substituting ᾱw with (εw − 1)/(εw + 2),
we obtain

[

2ᾱd
ᾱd
ε ≈ εw 1 +
1 + 2ᾱw 1 − ᾱw
[
]
ᾱd (εw + 2)2
≈ εw 1 +
3εw
from which we deduce

]
(S9)
(S10)

]
[
√
√
3ᾱd L2w
ε ≈ εw 1 +
2εw

(S11)

and writing ᾱd = αd cd /(3ε0 ):
κ=

√
4π
2πL2w
Im( εw ) ≈
√ Im(αd )cd
λ
λε0 εw

(S12)

σabs = κ/cd then yields Eq. S7.

Model comparison in the low concentration limit
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Figure S1: Eﬀect of the shell thickness on the predicted spectral shifts in the low concentration limit. The solid lines present the results for eﬀective-medium calculations with varying
value of shell thickness d. The points correspond to the spectral shifts predicted by the
coupled dipole model with isotropic dipoles presented in Fig. 2b.
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In the low-concentration limit, Eq. S10 indicates that
ε − ε w ≈ 1 + cd

(εw + 2)2
αd
9ε0

(S13)

At low dye concentrations we may assume that the electric field in the shell is not strongly
aﬀected from its value E0 in the surrounding medium by the dye molecules; the total absorption is given by
∫∫∫
ℑ (εshell ) |E|2 dV ≈ cd
volume

L2w
ℑ (αd ) × d(4πR2 )|E0 |2 ,
ε0

(S14)

where we approximated the volume of the thin shell by d(4πR2 ) and assumed a constant
field across the nanoshell volume. We can therefore conclude that varying the thickness d for
a given number of dyes (surface coverage ρd ) has no net eﬀect (for small variations), as the
volume concentration cd ∝ 1/d, while the volume scales with d. The predicted absorption
from the eﬀective-medium shell model is therefore independent on the shell thickness at low
surface coverage, and proportional to ρd .
We present in Fig. S1 further evidence of this in a comparison of peak absorption wavelength against surface coverage for homogeneous shell model calculations with varying shell
thickness d. All the curves approach the same value as ρd → 0, which correspond to the
unperturbed dye absorption peak (526 nm) in water. The peak intensities also coincide,
when normalised to the eﬀective number of dyes (not shown). This first-order behaviour in
dye concentration validates our use of the Clausius-Mossotti formula in the eﬀective-medium
shell model.
Figure S1 also presents for comparison the peak positions retrieved from Fig. 2b in
the main manuscript, namely for isotropic point dipoles at corresponding surface coverage.
The low-coverage limit agrees with the eﬀective-medium simulations and coincides with
the response of an isolated dye in the medium, when intensities are scaled by the number
of dipoles. It is interesting to note however that the discrete point dipole model predicts a
diﬀerent trend for the spectral shift at larger concentrations than any of the eﬀective-medium
models with a fixed eﬀective thickness d. This highlights a clear limitation of this eﬀective-
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medium theory to account for the optical response of what is intrinsically a non-homogeneous,
and non-bulk, system. Low coverage corresponds to few discrete dipoles arranged around
a sphere, and their specific position, whether well-separated, or clustered, depending on
the chosen adsorption model, will lead to weaker or stronger averaged interactions between
neighbours. For the homogeneous coverage considered in Fig. 2b the dipoles are relatively
far apart on the surface of a 15 nm-radius sphere, yielding a small spectral shift compared
to the eﬀective-medium predictions that assume homogeneously-distributed dipoles in bulk.

B

Coupled dipole equations

We summarise below the standard equations of coupled-dipole theory, as no single convention
exists for the various prefactors aﬀecting the definition of polarisability and other quantities.
We consider a collection of N point electric dipoles pi located at ri and embedded in
a homogeneous infinite medium characterised by a dielectric function εw . The dipoles are
subject to an incident macroscopic field Einc . The response of the point dipoles pi is assumed
local and linear and described by a polarisability tensor (possibly diﬀerent for each molecule)
as:

pi = αi Ei ,

(S15)

At a microscopic level, a dipole reacts to the applied field with an intrinsic polarisability
αµ . The applied field is enhanced by a local-field correction Lw arising from the polarisation
of the embedding medium (Eq.S8). In turn, such a dipole moment produces a field which
is enhanced by the same local field factor, from a reciprocity argument. We may therefore
define an eﬀective macroscopic polarisability α as

α = L2w αµ .

(S16)

The macroscopic electric field created by such a dipole pi at a general point r also depends
linearly on that dipole moment,

6

Epi (r) = G(ri , r) pi ,

(S17)

where the Green’s tensor G characterises the electric field at r created by a unit point
dipole at ri .
A given dipole responds to a net macroscopic field that is the sum of the incident field
and the field scattered by its neighbours. With the above conventions, the coupled dipole
equations take the form,
(
pi = αi

Einc (ri ) +

∑

)
Gij pj

,

(S18)

j̸=i

where Einc (ri ) is the incident field, and Gij = G(ri , rj ) is the Green’s tensor for the field
created by dipole j at the location of dipole i in the infinite surrounding medium,
{
}
(
)
ik1 r
e
1
ik1
ij
k12 [I − r̂ij ⊗ r̂ij ] −
[I − 3r̂ij ⊗ r̂ij ]
Gij = β −1
−
2
rij
rij
rij

(S19)

where k1 is the wave vector in the embedding medium, and we introduced the prefactor
β = 4πε0 εw which may be simplified throughout in practice by defining suitably-normalised
quantities.
The absorption cross-section is given by:

σabs

C

(
)
4πβk1 ∑
2β 3
2
∗
=
ℑ [pi · Ei ] −
k |pi | .
|E0 |2 i
3 1

(S20)

Consistency of results with random orientations

In Fig. 4c of the main manuscript the molecules assume a random in-plane orientation on the
spherical surface. Each coupled-dipole simulation will therefore produce diﬀerent results, but
we show in Fig. S2 that the variations are minimal and do not aﬀect our conclusions. That
the spectral lineshape (shift and broadening of the absorption line) due to the dipole-dipole
interactions is so reproducible, even for two diﬀerent realisations of a disordered cluster of
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Figure S2: Comparison of two sets of simulations for the configuration discussed in Fig. 4c of
the main manuscript. Dipoles with uniaxial polarisability tensors are oriented tangentially,
but with random in-plane orientation. The solid and dashed curves show the predicted
spectra for two sets of simulations (each individual curve corresponds to a specific cluster
realisation, for a given concentration). The results are very similar, especially at low concentrations. Small variations of the order of a few percent are observed in absolute intensities,
but the lineshape evolution is very consistent.
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dipoles, is due to a combination of two factors. Firstly, the simulations involve a relatively
large number of dipoles, from a few hundreds to a few thousands in this case. Secondly,
the cross-sections are averaged over all orientations of incident light and polarisations. Both
aspects contribute to an averaging of the response, smoothing out any particular diﬀerences
between individual pairwise dipole interactions.

D

Shell radius dependence

For practical reasons the simulations were performed for a 15 nm radius sphere; this arbitrary
choice was made to limit the maximum number of dipoles in a given simulation to a few
thousands, so that solving the resulting 3N × 3N linear system of coupled-dipole equations
remain manageable on a standard desktop computer. We performed test simulations at other
sizes, and found little variation in the 10–50 nm size range (shell radius), corresponding to
many typical nanoparticles. Such supplementary calculations are presented in Fig. S3 for two
diﬀerent situations. In panel (a) we used Mie theory and the eﬀective-medium approximation
to predict the radius-dependence of the absorption cross-section, at a fixed surface coverage
ρ = 2 nm−2 , with no computational diﬃculties. The lineshape shows very little variation (and
even beyond this size range, not shown here). The bottom panel (b) presents coupled-dipole
simulations for varying radii of curvature in the range 15–30 nm. Here, due to limitations in
computational resources, we did not model a full spherical shell but only a spherical cap with
surface area 20% of the full sphere. This constraint limited the maximum number of dipoles,
while allowing the radius of curvature, and therefore the relative position of neighbouring
dipoles, to be varied. We confirmed on the smaller sphere that the predictions for a spherical
cap and a full spherical surface diﬀer only slightly, no more than the variation due to the
radius in this figure. Together, both results confirm the validity of our predictions for a
broad range of nanoshells, although of course for a fully-quantitative prediction of spectral
shifts in a specific configuration the exact position of all the dipoles should be taken into
account (but in realistic comparisons with experiments, these are unlikely to be available).
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Figure S3: Eﬀect of sphere radius on the predicted absorbance spectra. (a) Mie theory
simulations for shells of thickness d = 1 nm with varying radius, using an eﬀective-medium
dielectric function with concentration-equivalent surface coverage ρ = 2 nm−2 . (b) Coupleddipole simulations for isotropic dipoles homogeneously distributed on a spherical patch with
varying radius of curvature. The dipole density is kept constant at ρ = 2 nm−2 , and the
number of dipoles is increased with the radius, covering 20% of the full spherical surface in
order to reduce the total number of dipoles in the simulations. As in all the figures, the
cross-sections are normalised by the number of dipoles.
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